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ABSTRACT
This study investigated membrane capacitive deionization (MCDI) at a pilot-scale using ionselective polymer-coated carbon electrodes for wastewater reuse. Several issues have been
addressed to verify the suitability of MCDI for wastewater reclamation: electrosorption
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performance, removal efficiency and selectivity of ions present in wastewater, optimization
of operating conditions, and performance degradation in long-term caused by the
accumulation of organic contaminants. The coated electrodes had better adsorption capacities
and charge efficiencies than the conventional MCDI system, which was attributed to their
low electrical resistance induced by the thin coated layer. The pilot-scale MCDI test cell
involved 50 pairs of anion- and cation-selective electrodes and achieved good removal
efficiency of ions from the wastewater effluent, particularly for problematic charged
impurities, such as nitrate (NO3-) (up to 91.08% of NO3- was removed). Increasing the flow
rate and reducing the applied potential were shown to be efficient for achieving better water
quality by enhancing the NO3- selectivity. Last, the 15 d operation showed good
reproducibility in electrosorption and regeneration for the coated electrodes, despite the fact
that high concentrations of organics were contained in the wastewater feed solution (12.4
mg/L of dissolved organic carbon).

Keywords: Membrane capacitive deionization; Ion-selective carbon electrode; Wastewater
reuse; Ion selectivity; Nitrate removal
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1. Introduction
The depletion of freshwater resources has been attributed to the large demands for water
due to rising population and global urbanization. Accordingly, the world is projected to face a
40% global water deficit by 2030 [1]. Given the worldwide depletion of the available water
resources, wastewater, which has been perceived as an undervalued resource, has now
become a must-have component that needs to be properly managed to enhance the economic
sustainability [2]. The increased demand for water resources is now driving the need for
reclaiming wastewater resources to alleviate the impact of some of the imposed pressures
attributed to this growing demand. Therefore, water reuse is gaining momentum as a reliable
alternative source of freshwater [3]. The reuse of wastewater is expected to elicit significant
economic and environmental benefits by increasing water availability and by reducing the
over-abstraction of freshwater, thereby diminishing the volume of discharged wastewater, and
ensuring the quality of wastewater.
The United Nations established the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development with a set
of 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) [4]. The establishment of SDG 6, namely
“Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all,” reflects the
critical interests based on water scarcity and the needs of procuring water resources.
Recycling, reusing, and recovering wastewater resources are expected to alleviate water
stress and offer environmental and economic benefits. Additionally, wastewater is an
important source of recoverable nutrients and other valuable materials which can be
recovered and reutilized [5].
However, the management of wastewater resources has been constrained by the current
practices of wastewater treatment, which remain at a basic level and only satisfying the
regulations for water discharge into natural streams. The quality of wastewater effluent
treated by conventional practices needs to be refined by advanced water treatment
technologies. Given that only a small fraction of wastewater effluent undergoes advanced
treatment processes, the installation of tertiary water treatment facilities to obtain high quality
reclaimed water is crucial [6, 7]. In addition, the strict regulatory standards for wastewater
effluent are mandating the water industry to develop new technologies that are suitable for
sustainable wastewater reuse. Specifically, domestic and municipal wastewaters are
characterized by their increased loads of nitrogen and phosphorus, which are associated with
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limited removal and economically unfeasible processes based on the adoption of
conventional treatment technologies, such as biological treatments that ultimately cause hightoxicity levels, oxygen depletion, and eutrophication issues [8].
Capacitive deionization (CDI), an electrostatically driven process, has been
acknowledged as an energy-efficient and eco-sustainable technology for removing charged
species from saline water resources because it does not require any chemicals or
hydraulic/thermal energy [9]. A typical CDI system consists of two electrodes at which an
electrical potential is applied. Consequently, the charged ions in the feed solution are attracted
within the electrical double layer (EDL) formed between the electrode and feed solution
interface. This process is exceptionally energy-efficient compared to other possible desalting
technologies for desalinating low-concentration salt water below 5000 ppm [10] because it
readily removes relatively few salts from low-saline water compared to the removal of water
molecules through the extensively used technique of reverse osmosis [11]. Hence, this
technology is expected to have strong potential applicability in advanced wastewater
treatment processes attaining enhanced removal of salinity, especially for problematic
species, such as nitrates, to obtain reclaimed water [12].
Several studies on CDI for reusing municipal wastewater have been explored thus far as
means of removing charged impurities, including high loads of nitrate (NO3-) and phosphate,
which must be removed as they pose a risk to human health. Garcia-Quismondo et al. (2016)
provided a comprehensive look at CDI demonstrating its environmental and socio-economic
benefits as a technology for wastewater reclamation [13]. The effects of the operational
conditions and feed solution chemistry on the electrosorption performance of adjusting the
sodium chloride (NaCl) concentration to match it with the ionic concentration of wastewater
have been investigated [14]. The degraded performance of the fouled electrode after longer
operations in CDI was revealed to be caused by the physically and electrochemically
adsorbed organic matters, such as humic- and protein-like substances, and was wellrecovered by implementing proper fresh water flushing and chemical cleaning strategies [15].
Membrane CDI (MCDI) attained better desalination rates than those of typical CDI in
wastewater treatment with higher charge efficiencies [14, 16], whereas flow electrode CDI
was used to conduct simultaneous wastewater reclamation and ammonia recovery during
continuous operation [17]. Integrating the electrosorption process with microbial fuel cells as
the prior stage by applying an overpotential on the system to generate chlorine were initiated
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as a method of overcoming the weak organic removal capability of CDI [18]. Palko et al.
(2018) suggested a hybrid system of CDI where no potential was needed for adsorption to the
electrode and the captured ions were consequently expelled through capacitive regeneration
[19].
However, the majority of the studies on CDI for the advanced treatment and reuse of
wastewater remained in theory and lab-scale investigations. The assessment of MCDI for its
application in wastewater reuse is necessary to understand its fluctuating performance owing
to the complex nature of the characteristics of real municipal wastewater inflow and
operating conditions of a scaled-up system. The selectivity of the charged species that are
harmful to human body and their total removal from wastewater under different operating
conditions using real wastewater must be probed through a pilot-scale demonstration.
This study explored MCDI, which is considered one of the most efficient systems in
practice, for wastewater reclamation at a pilot-scale using real wastewater effluent. The main
goal in this work was to demonstrate the suitability of the MCDI process for practical
wastewater reuse. We used carbon electrodes coated with a thin anion- or cation-exchange
polymer layer that acted as an ion-exchange layer in the MCDI instead of using separate ionexchange membranes (IEMs) for inhibiting the electrosorption of the counter-ions during
electrode regeneration, which was expected to induce better electrosorption efficiencies and
higher packing densities for the MCDI module. The performance of the coated carbon
electrodes was first evaluated at a lab-scale under different flow rates and applied potentials
(i.e., adsorption capacity and charge efficiency). The pilot-scale unit used an MCDI module
that involved 50 pairs of anion/cation selective electrodes, which was employed to desalinate
the charged species from the wastewater effluent. The operating conditions were then
optimized to ensure high total ion removal and to enhance the selectivity of problematically
charged species, such as nitrates. Last, the electrosorption/regeneration stages were
repeatedly run for 15 consecutive days to examine the long-term sustainability of the pilot
system, and the findings were then utilized to discuss improvements in this process for real
use in wastewater reclamation.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. MCDI module consisting of activated carbon electrodes coated by ion-selective polymers
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The activated carbon electrodes were coated by cation- and anion-selective polymers
containing a functional group with an ion-exchange capacity, and were provided by Siontech
Co. (Republic of Korea). The carbon electrodes consisted of a graphite body sheet coated
with a carbon slurry blended with activated carbon P–60 and polyvinylidene fluoride
obtained from Kuraray Chemical Co. (Japan) and Inner Mongolia 3F–Wanhao Fluorine
Chemical Co. Ltd. (China), respectively [20]. Both sides of each electrode were then coated
by ion-selective solutions using an automatic casting machine, thereby forming a thin
polymer layer that acted as an IEM. Thus, no separate IEM was needed for inhibiting the
sorption of the counter-ions during electrode regeneration in our MCDI system. The
dimensions of each activated carbon electrode were 10 L × 10 W cm2, and the total carbon
mass covering the graphite body was 0.8 g.
Fifty pairs of the coated electrodes were stacked in an acrylic rectangular MCDI module
used in the pilot-scale unit. The cation- and anion-selective electrodes were alternately
inserted in the module. All the electrodes were separated by an electrically nonconductive
nylon mesh spacer, thereby ensuring the availability of space for water flow and preventing
short-circuiting. The feed solution that passed through the MCDI system was entirely in
contact with the carbon electrodes by punching a hole with a diameter of 1 cm in the center of
the electrodes and nylon spacers. The graphite bodies of each cation- and anion-selective
electrode were connected by a conductive copper pole to let the electrical energy pass
through the system.

2.2. Lab-scale MCDI setup and experimental protocol
The lab-scale MCDI tests were performed using a flow-through unit as described in our
previous work (Fig. 1(a)) [21]. A pair of cation- and anion-selective electrodes was
symmetrically inserted within the test cell, and a non-conductive spacer was placed between
these two electrodes. The feed water was completely in contact with the carbon electrodes by
punching a 1 cm diameter sized hole in the center of the carbon electrodes and nylon spacer.
The feed solution was fed throughout the unit using a peristaltic pump made by Cole–Palmer
(USA). An electrical potential was supplied to the electrodes by a potentiostat, WPG–100
(WonATech Co., Republic of Korea). Stabilization prior to the experiments was conducted by
flushing the feed solution through the system under single-pass at zero voltage until the
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conductivity and pH of the permeate solution were the same as those of the influent.

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the (a) lab- and (b) pilot-scale MCDI test units using ionselective electrodes for wastewater reuse.

Single-pass mode experiments were performed to evaluate the adsorption capacity and
charge efficiency of the cation/anion-selective electrodes. The feed solution was 10 mM of
NaCl, whereas the adjusted flow rate and applied potential varied from 10 to 40 mL/min and
0.6 to 1.2 V, respectively. The conductivity data of the permeate solution were recorded on an
electrical conductivity meter (Hach, USA) to calculate the adsorption capacity of the
electrode. All the tests were run in duplicate at 20°C.

2.3. Configuration of the pilot-scale MCDI unit
A single-pass pilot-scale MCDI system was installed at a decentralized wastewater
treatment plant located in Sydney, Australia (Fig. 1(b)). The wastewater effluent from the
treatment plant was pumped out through a 10 μm pre-filter followed by the MCDI module
with the use of a high-pressure pump (Walrus Pump Co., Taiwan). The effluent water after
adsorption and desorption of ions (2 min for each), which was charged by a direct current
power supply, was then separately collected from the permeate and concentrate line. The
voltage and current loads on the module were monitored. Electrical conductivity,
temperature, and pH in the inlet from the cell and in the permeate and concentrate lines were
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measured using in-line probes, and the data were saved on a data logger. The hydraulic
pressure drop along the electrode module was also monitored by placing pressure meters in
the inlet and outlet. The applied potential on the module in this study ranged from 1.2–1.5 V,
whereas the flow rate was at 0.5–2.5 L/min. Prior to the run of each test, the system was
stabilized by flushing the wastewater throughout the module at a desired applied voltage with
at least five electrosorption and regeneration cycles.

2.4. Measurement of water quality
The cationic compositions of the raw and processed wastewater samples, such as sodium
(Na+), potassium (K+), calcium (Ca2+), and magnesium (Mg2+), were quantified using a
microwave plasma atomic emission spectrometer (MP–AES), (4100 MP–AES, Agilent
Technologies, USA), while a UV/VIS spectrophotometer (Spectroquant NOVA 60, Sigma–
Aldrich, USA) was used to measure ammonium (NH4+) with an NH4+ photometric test kit
(Merck Millipore, United States SA). The anionic species, such as NO3-, nitrite (NO2-),
chloride (Cl-), sulfate (SO42-), and ortho-phosphate (PO43-), were measured using ionic
chromatography (IC), (IC Thermo Fisher Scientific, Australia). Total organic carbon (TOC)
values of the wastewater and permeate were measured using a multi N/C 3100 TOC analyzer
(Analytik Jena, Germany). The solution samples were diluted properly and filtered using a
0.45 μm filter (Merck Millipore, USA) before they were analyzed by the measurement
devices. The calibrations of MP–AES and IC were carried out before the analyses of the
samples based on external calibrations with deionized water and standard synthetic solution
(1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 mg/L of each ion in the mixed solution).
The salt adsorption capacity (SAC) of the electrode at time t was calculated using Eq. (1):
SAC (mg/g) =

𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡
𝑚𝑚

=

𝑡𝑡

𝑄𝑄×∫0 (𝐶𝐶0 −𝐶𝐶)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑×𝑀𝑀

(1)

𝑚𝑚

where mt is the total amount of adsorbed ions at time t (mg), m is the mass of carbon on the
electrode (g), Q is the volumetric flow rate (mL/min), C0 is the initial concentration of feed
solution (mmol/L), C is the concentration of permeate at time t (mmol/L), and M represents
the molar mass of salt (mg/mmol).
The charge efficiency Λ, which is the ratio of salt adsorption to applied charge in the

MCDI system, can be derived by Eq. (2):
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Λ=

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑛𝑛×𝐹𝐹×∫(𝐶𝐶0 −𝐶𝐶)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑×𝑄𝑄

(2)

∫ 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑×𝐴𝐴

where n is the number of electrons needed for reduction/oxidation of one charged species, F
is the Faraday’s number (96485.3 C/mol), I is the current density (A/m2), and A represents the
effective surface area of the electrode (0.01 m2).
The electrosorption removal efficiency from the wastewater effluent after pilot operation
was calculated using Eq. (3):
Removal efficiency (%) =

(𝐶𝐶0 −𝐶𝐶)
𝐶𝐶0

(3)

× 100

where C0 and C (mg/L) are the initial and permeate concentrations of wastewater,
respectively.
The electrosorption selectivity of ion i at time t can be expressed by Eq. (4):
Adsorption selectivity of i =

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏

(4)

𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏

where Ci,t,p denotes the molar concentration of i and Ctotal,t,p is the total molar concentration in
the permeate solution at time t. Larger values of the adsorption selectivity imply that the ion i
is more preferentially adsorbed from the carbon electrode over other co-existing ions.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Electrosorption in MCDI using ion-selective carbon electrodes
The carbon electrodes covered by ion-selective polymer layers provide effective
regenerability by screening the attraction of counter-ions during electrode regeneration [14,
22]. Apart from this, the coated electrode was expected to induce a high adsorption capacity
owing to the low resistivity of the thin ion-selective polymer-coated layer compared to the
placement of a separate thick IEM. The basic electrosorption performance of the ion-selective
electrodes was first tested at the lab-scale, and the results were compared with those that
employed a typical MCDI configuration, which was carbon electrodes integrated with
separate IEMs.

3.1.1. SEM analysis of the ion-selective carbon electrodes
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The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the top views of the cation- and
anion-selective electrodes, and the conventionally used activated carbon electrode are shown
in Fig. 2. The original carbon electrode consisted of relatively large particles that appeared to
have a granular surface (Fig. 2(a)). Unlike that of the raw carbon electrode, the surface of the
ion-selective electrodes coated by a 20 μm thick cation- or anion-selective polymer layer was
apparently smooth, thereby confirming the fact that the carbon surface was completely
covered by the polymer solution. In addition, the carbon particles did not detach from the
coated surface by hand rubbing, thereby yielding better mechanical strength attributed to the
film coating on the surface. From the observation of the SEM images, the smooth surface was
expected to mitigate the degradation of the electrode performance caused by the physical
adsorption of organic and inorganic contaminants involved in wastewater because it provide
less opportunity for the contaminants to be in contact with and be absorbed onto the electrode
surface. The mitigation of performance degradation caused by the impurities is explained
more in detail in section 3.4.

FIGURE 2. SEM images of the surface of (a) the original, (b) cation-selective, and (c) anionselective carbon electrodes.

3.1.2. Lab-scale performance in MCDI using the selective electrodes
Fig. 3 presents the SACs in the MCDI using ion-selective carbon electrodes. The results
using conventional MCDI consisting of raw carbon electrodes and separate IEMs are also
outlined for a better understanding. The SAC reached values up to 0.160, 0.188, 0.214, and
0.248 mmol/g in the ion-selective layer-coated MCDI using the respective voltage values of
0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 V, whereas the respective SAC values in the conventional MCDI
operation were 0.103, 0.134, 0.181, and 0.234 mmol/g. This was likely owing to the lower
membrane resistance induced by the thinly coated ion-selective layer, which played a role as
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an IEM. The other possibility could have been the low contact resistance between the coating
layer and the carbon surface that led to the reduction in energy use and enhanced ion
adsorption, whereas high contact resistance was induced by the weak contact adhesion
between the separated IEM and the original carbon electrode [23].
The low resistance through the coated layer also facilitated faster ionic transport reaching
electrosorption equilibrium after approximately 210 s compared to that of the IEM in a
conventional MCDI system, which attained adsorption equilibrium at approximately 300 s
[24]. However, the amount of adsorbed salts decreased in minute amounts after the ionselective electrode reached saturation, which was probably owing to the co-ion expulsion
from the EDL near the pores and the neutral salt discharge from the electrode [25].
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FIGURE 3. SAC of the (a) ion-selective and (b) conventional MCDI systems at different
potentials (0.6–1.2 V).

Charge efficiency is a functional tool to evaluate the energy efficiency of the MCDI
system. The average charge efficiency of the ion-selective electrode and the original electrode
in the conventional MCDI system was estimated at voltage value of 1.2 V, as shown in Fig. 4.
The average charge efficiency for the conventional MCDI system was 63.6%, while that of
the ion-selective electrode was enhanced to 73.3%, which was attributed to the reduced
interfacial resistance between the ion-selective polymer layer and carbon electrode caused by
their improved contact adhesion [26].
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FIGURE 4. Average charge efficiency for ion-selective and conventional MCDI systems at
1.2 V.

3.2. Removal efficiency of ions in the pilot-scale operation for wastewater reuse
The competitive removal of ionic species in real municipal wastewater effluent was
investigated using a pilot-scale unit under a flow rate of 2 L/min and an applied power of 1.2
V. Several studies of preferential electrosorption in (M)CDI revealed that the carbon electrode
preferentially trapped the ions present in high concentrations [27, 28]. To be specific, the ions
with higher valence would be more electrochemically adsorbed compared to the lower
valence ions on the carbon surface if their respective molar concentration were the same.
Last, possessing similar concentrations and the same charge valence allowed smaller
hydrated ions with a faster diffusion rate to rapidly migrate toward the carbon surface [29].

TABLE 1 (attached to the last page)

As shown in Table 1, Na+ was the most adsorbed ion on the cathode, which was owing to
its high initial concentrations in the wastewater feed. However, the removal efficiency of Na+
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in terms of percent removal was the lowest, even though the number of adsorbed Na+ ions on
the electrode outnumbered that of other cations. Given that K+ diffused faster and Ca2+ had
stronger electrochemical attraction toward the electrode surface, the portion of their adsorbed
ions was relatively higher than that of Na+ [29]. Unlike the ion adsorption selectivity in terms
of the number of adsorbed ions, which was primarily determined by the initial concentration
of the ions (specific selectivity in the expression of mmol/mmoltotal in Fig. 5(a)), the ion
selectivity in terms of removal efficiency was rather governed by the feed solution
characteristics, such as the diffusion rate and charge valence (specific selectivity in units
of %/%total in Fig. 5(a)).
Interestingly, the total amount of removed cations was greater than that of the anions. The
asymmetry of the anion and cation removals was likely due to the electrosorption of the
negatively charged organic substances present in the wastewater. These results implied that
the organics were attracted near the EDL, and the space for the anions to be adsorbed became
limited as the electrode was saturated. More specific discussions regarding the removal of
organic compounds are provided in section 3.4. Changes in the electrode surface chemistry
attributed to Faradaic reactions and the selective electrosorption of H+ and OH- may also have
accounted for the imbalance in anion and cation removals [30]. However, the likelihood of a
significant reaction of carbon oxidation was low owing to the stability of MCDI from the
presence of IEMs [31].
The preferential electrosorption sequence of the major anions present in wastewater, in
terms of the adsorption capacity, was in the order of Cl- > NO3- > SO42-, as mainly determined
by their initial concentrations (Fig. 5(b)). The removal efficiency of the three major ions was
in accordance with the order of NO3- > Cl- > SO42-. Unlike the trend in electrosorption of
cations from wastewater, the order of removal efficiency was less compliant with the charge
valence and diffusion kinetics. In addition, the removal efficiency of NO3- was much higher
than that of Cl-, even though their hydrated ionic sizes and diffusion coefficients were similar.
The hydrated radii of Cl- and NO3- were 0.332 nm and 0.335 nm, respectively [32], whereas
the diffusion coefficients both near 1.7 × 10-9 m2/s [33, 34]. Several studies attributed the
better selectivity of NO3- to its strong hydrophobicity over the other major anions [27, 29],
thus, its stronger affinity to the hydrophobic electrode surface (97.86±0.67° contact angle)
allowed it to replace the Cl- and SO42- ions.
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The removal efficiency of divalent SO42- was expected to be higher than that of the
monovalent ions owing to its affinity to screen the surface charge of the electrode caused by
its higher valence. The selectivity of SO42-, which is the representative divalent anion in
wastewater, was controversial in several studies. Li et al. (2016) reported that the activated
carbon electrode in conventional CDI accepted more SO42- than NO3- primarily owing to the
higher electrostatic attraction of SO42-, which was mainly determined by its higher valence
[35]. For MCDI, Tang et al. (2017) and Yeo et al. (2013) both reported that the competitive
removal of SO42- could be determined as a function of the applied electrical current [36, 37].
These works observed a higher selectivity for SO42- compared to that for Cl- as the applied
constant current increased. However, the adsorbed amount of SO42- from a mixture solution
that consisted of Cl-, NO3-, and SO42- was similar to that of the other ions in a MCDI study
conducted by Hassan et al. (2018) [29]. The percent removal of SO42- from water obtained
from the Colorado River was much lower than that of the other two anions during
electrosorption, as reported by Gabelich et al. (2002) [38], despite the fact that the initial
concentrations were in the order of SO42- ≅ Cl- >> NO3-.

Our results of the order of removal efficiency for both the cations and anions followed the

general permselectivity trend through the IEMs. Especially for the anions, their
permselectivity through anion-exchange membranes (AEMs) correlated with the Gibbs
hydration energy of anions and Hofmeister anion series [39, 40]. The anion permselectivity
was dependent on the affinity of the anions to the membrane. In addition, their selectivity was
also affected by the change in their mobility through the AEM [39, 40]. As shown in the
results (Table 1 and Fig. 5(b)), the preferential adsorption of the major anions, in terms of
removal efficiency, in the wastewater was likely determined by the permselectivity trend in
IEMs. Furthermore, the change in the order of preferential adsorption of the anions in MCDI
with different applied potentials could also be explained by the change in ion mobility
through the IEM [41]. As the mobility coefficients of NO3-, Cl-, and SO42- were 7.40, 7.91,
and 8.29 × 10-8 m2/s·V, respectively, the increased electrical energy applied in the MCDI
system may have led to the increased mobility of SO42- through the AEM compared to that of
Cl-, as shown by Tang et al. (2017) and Yeo et al. (2013) [36, 37].
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FIGURE 5. Specific selectivities of (a) cations and (b) anions on ion-selective polymercoated electrodes in wastewater. The left axis shows the selectivity derived by the number of
adsorbed ions divided by the total number of removed cations or anions. The right axis shows
the selectivity derived by the removal efficiency of the ions divided by the average removal
efficiency of the total number of ions (61.3% total removal efficiency).

3.3. Improvement of the MCDI performance for better water quality
The influence of the operating conditions in the MCDI system on the electrosorption
performance during wastewater reuse was investigated.
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3.3.1. Effect of electrosorption time on ion selectivity in wastewater effluent
For the cations, the adsorption rates of Na+ and K+ dramatically decreased as a function of
time, whereas the divalent species (Ca2+ and Mg2+) were adsorbed on the electrode at a steady
rate for 2 min (Fig. 6). This was likely owing to the high affinity of the divalent ions on the
EDL, which replaced the monovalent ions adsorbed on the surface. Therefore, shorter
operation of MCDI led to the better removal of monovalent cations.
Among the anions (Fig. 6(b)), the NO3- concentration in the effluent was maintained at a
low level, whereas those of Cl- and SO42- increased. This could be explained by the high
affinity of NO3- to the carbon electrode owing to its hydrophobicity, as discussed in Section
3.2. Accordingly, this resulted in the substitution of Cl- and SO42- by NO3- in longer
operations. Therefore, we could expect high and selective removal of NO3- during longer
operation, which is one of the most problematic species for the reuse of wastewater.
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3.3.2. Effect of applied potential and flow rate on selective NO3- removal
The permeate that passed through the MCDI pilot unit based on a single-pass continuous
flow regime was collected during a 2-min period at different flow rates and applied
potentials. Fig. 7 shows the variation in the average removal and selectivity of NO3- of the
sampled water.
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FIGURE 7. (a) Removal efficiency and (b) selectivity of NO3- at different potentials and flow
rates.
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The results elicited in Fig. 7(a) implied that a larger applied voltage and a lower flow rate
contributed to a reduced permeate NO3- concentration. The removal efficiency of NO3reached up to 91.08% at a flow rate of 1.5 L/min and at an applied potential of 1.5 V. In
single-pass operation, a lower flow rate is preferred to provide sufficient contact time for
better electrosorption of the ions in wastewater.
As shown in Fig. 7(b), the selectivity of NO3- was worsened by raising the potential and
lowering the flow rate, thereby showing an inverse trend with the NO3- removal efficiency. In
contrast with the earlier batch-mode studies, which showed that the flow rate barely affected
the preferential adsorption, the NO3- selectivity slightly decreased at lower flow rates in our
single-pass tests [42]. This was likely due to the fact that increasing the flow rate gave rise to
shorter time for saturation of the electrode, and the adsorbed ions, such as Cl- and SO42-, were
quickly replaced by the supplemented NO3- from the continually supplied feed stream owing
to its high affinity to the carbon electrode. This was also supported by our results in Fig. 6(b).
As the space of the carbon electrode surface becomes saturated with ions in longer
operations, NO3- tends to replace the other ions that have been already adsorbed by the
carbon surface [27, 29]. Yeo et al. (2013) and Kim et al. (2013) ascribed the worse selectivity
of NO3- at higher voltages to a significant increase in the ion mobilities of Cl- and SO42through the AEM compared to that of NO3- [36, 43]. Therefore, NO3- passes through the ionselective layer slower than the other anions at higher voltages, and consequently less ions are
adsorbed on the electrode surface. Therefore, it could be concluded that applying a lower
potential and supplying feed water at a faster rate are recommended to enhance the removal
selectivity of NO3- with low energy consumption, which is one of the most problematic ionic
species in wastewater, especially if high total ion removal is not necessary for reusing the
wastewater.

3.4. Successive operation of the pilot-scale MCDI system in a 15 d period
A long-term operation of the pilot-scale MCDI system was conducted to assess the effect
of organic and inorganic contaminants present in wastewater, which potentially risk the
sustainability of the wastewater reuse process by exacerbating the electrode’s performance.
Several studies investigated the fouling and scaling issues by considering the fact that CDI
and MCDI are being extensively used in practice [44]. A significant reduction in the ion
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removal efficiency in CDI was observed when the TOC concentration was increased up to 3.1
mg/L [45]. The high organic loads in the brackish water led to the accumulation of organic
matters within the pores of the carbon electrode, which was not able to be detached, thereby
leading to a lowered energy efficiency of the system. Zhang et al. (2013) carried out a 15 d
CDI pilot operation and confirmed the physical adsorption of organic compounds at 2 mg/L
of dissolved organic carbon (DOC), which caused a greater reduction in the salinity removal
efficiency [46]. IEMs provided a protective function for electrodes from the physical
adsorption of organic substances in the MCDI system by shifting the fouling potential from
the electrode to the IEM [47]. In the MCDI system, the negatively charged nature of organic
matters migrated toward the IEM, partially accumulated on the membrane surface, and hence
raised its electrical resistivity and gradually hampered the salt sorption performance.
However, unlike the earlier findings, the degradation of electrosorption caused by the
organic compounds involved in the wastewater effluent was insignificant during the 15 d
operation period (Fig. 8). As shown in Fig. 9, the negatively charged organic compounds in
the wastewater effluent were fairly adsorbed on the electrode surface during electrosorption
(29.1%). However, the conductivity profile in the 15 d operation showed no significant
degradation in the electrosorption/regeneration performance even though the organic loads in
the wastewater were very high (12.4 mg/L DOC). These results implied that the
electrochemically adsorbed organic species were well discharged during the regeneration
stage, thereby leading to sustainable operation of the MCDI for wastewater reuse.
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FIGURE 8. Average conductivity profile of the permeate (blue) and concentrate (gray) for 2min adsorption/desorption cycles on each day. The long-term MCDI operation was carried
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FIGURE 9. Removal of DOC from the feed and permeate of the wastewater.
The fouling-free MCDI operation could be partially explained by the roughness of the
ion-selective electrodes used in the pilot-scale system. In general, the roughness of the IEM
and carbon electrode surfaces is a significant factor affecting severe physical adsorption and
accumulation of organics [48]. The root-mean-square roughness values of the activated
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carbon electrode and AEM in the conventional MCDI configuration were 756 and 159 nm,
respectively, whereas that of the surface of the anion-selective electrode tested in the pilot-run
was 36 nm (Fig. 10) [49]. The flat surface of the coated layer offered a smaller opportunity
for the organic particles to attach on the surface, thereby leading to less accumulation of the
negatively charged organic species. Apart from the roughness, it was noted that the other
surface properties of the IEM and electrode surfaces, such as the surface charge and
hydrophobicity, also influenced the accumulation of organic species, which must be further
studied for an in-depth discussion of the fouling-free surface of the anion-selective carbon
electrode [50].
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FIGURE 10. Root-mean-square roughness of the originally activated carbon electrode, AEM
(Neosepta AMX), and anion-selective electrode.

4. Conclusions
Our work systematically explored MCDI for the demonstration of its practical use in
wastewater reclamation at a pilot-scale using real wastewater effluent. The electrosorptive
performance of electrodes, removal of charged species from wastewater, influence of
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operating conditions on ion removal, such as for NO3−, and performance degradation in longterm operations were investigated in this study.
The lab-scale tests confirmed rapid electrosorption and better SAC and charge efficiency
of the ion-selective polymer-coated electrode. In a more practical view, installing the
wastewater reuse system is expected to be more space-efficient by using the thin coated
electrode rather than the conventional MCDI configuration, which as attributed to the high
packing density of the electrodes in the module. The removal efficiency of the major anions
from municipal wastewater via the pilot-scale MCDI unit was in the order of
Cl−>NO3−>SO42−, thereby showing high removal of NO3−, which is one of the most
problematic ionic species in wastewater. The preferential anion removal was likely
determined by the anion permselectivity through the AEM, which was dependent on the
affinity of the anions to the membrane and on the change in the ion mobility through the
AEM. The selectivity of NO3− could be enhanced in longer operations as it replaces the other
anions adsorbed on the electrode. Supplying water at higher flow rates led to faster saturation
of the electrode, and resulted in the swift replacement of Cl− and SO42− by the fast supply of
NO3− from the wastewater feed. However, increasing the voltage worsened its selectivity
owing to the significantly increased ion mobility of Cl− and SO42− through the AEM. The
deterioration of MCDI performance caused by the contaminants present in the wastewater
was insignificant during the 15 d pilot-scale operation. The smooth morphology of the ionselective electrode surface contributed to sustainable wastewater reuse in the long-term CDI
operation by providing a small effective area for the physical accumulation of organic
substances.
To sum up, the results from our study demonstrated that wastewater could be well
reclaimed by achieving selective removal of the un-welcoming impurities. It was also shown
that sustainable operation of MCDI in the long-term can be realized owing to the fouling-free
properties of the ion-selective electrodes.
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TABLE 1. Average removal of ionic species in wastewater effluent during pilot-scale layered-MCDI operated at 1.2V for 2 min.
Cations

Anions

Ion

Unit

Na+

K+

Ca2+

Mg2+

NH4+

TP

NO3-

NO2-

Cl-

SO42-

Feed concentration

mM

4.08

0.46

0.27

0.15

0.007

0.03

0.76

0.003

2.26

0.46

Removal efficiency

%

50.8

67.4

84.1

79.4

64.3

37.5

75.7

48.7

52.6

21.3

Adsorption capacity

mmol/g

0.3768

0.0309

0.0226

0.0120

0.0004

0.0010

0.0578

0.0001

0.1190

0.0098
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